Diffusion tensor tractography: corticospinal tract fiber reduction is associated with temporary hemiparesis in benign extracerebral lesions.
Benign extracerebral lesions such as meningiomas may cause hemiparesis by compression and deviation without infiltrating the white matter. We used magnetic resonance diffusion tensor imaging and diffusion tensor tractography to investigate the effects of benign extracerebral lesions on the corticospinal tract (CST). Thirteen patients with extracerebral lesions (11 benign meningiomas and 2 benign cysts) underwent magnetic resonance diffusion tensor imaging and diffusion tensor tractography of the CST using fiber assignment by continuous tractography. The CST was reconstructed and assessed by comparing the ipsilateral and unaffected contralateral fibers. The tumor volume, relative fractional anisotropy, fiber deviation, relative fiber number, and relative fiber per voxel were compared between patients without and with temporary presurgical hemiparesis. Seven patients without hemiparesis and five patients with temporary hemiparesis were analyzed; one patient had permanent weakness and was excluded from analysis. There was no significant difference in the tumor volume, relative fractional anisotropy, presence of cerebral edema, or CST deviation between groups. In patients with temporary hemiparesis, the median relative fiber number (mean, 0.35 +/- 0.32) and relative fiber per voxel (mean, 0.49 +/- 0.14) were significantly reduced compared with patients without hemiparesis (0.92 +/- 0.55, P = 0.04; and 0.96 +/- 0.28, P < 0.01, respectively). In patients with benign extracerebral lesions, reduction in fiber number and fiber per voxel, but not fiber deviation, correlated with temporary hemiparesis. Clinical recovery was possible even if the CST fibers detected by diffusion tensor tractography were reduced by benign extracerebral lesions.